The wavelet ridge method to analyze chaos is described, and the wavelet ridge method is applied to analysis of the nonlinear vibration of blooming mill which exists chaos. The results show that the wavelet ridge can tell the periodic motion, quasi-periodic motion or chaotic motion by analysising the time history of one component of the system state variables. Compared to the other researching methods, such as the Poincaré sections or the phase diagram, we can find the wavelet ridge is more suitable to high dimensional chaotic systems and the clutter of instantaneous frequency which is represented by the wavelet ridge can distinguish between strong and week chaos motion. And it can provide more accurate partial details and features of chaotic motion.
Introduction
Chaotic state widely exists in natural phenomenon and social phenomenon. Chaotic science and other scientific interpenetrate each other, and there widely exists chaotic motion in various fields. In recent years, many scholars took research in the analysis method of chaotic motion. They proposed several methods, such as, Poincare section diagram, Lyapunov index method, phase diagram [1] . The modern methods are association index saturated method and the improved biggest Lyapunov index method [2] . They take the normalized variance logarithm value of predicting error as characteristics, and utilize the method of CAO to determine embedding dimension [3] . Wavelet is a kind of multiscale analysis method, and is widely used in the extraction of signal features [4] [5] .
Wavelet ridge line has one to one correspondence with the transient frequency of signals. If wavelet ridge line is known, the transient frequency of signals will also be known. This paper analysed chaotic motion by using the method of wavelet ridge, and was used in the analysis of blooming mill nonlinear vibration. Research shows that, the method of wavelet ridge only needs take research to an certain component time course of system status variables, and it can distinguish the periodic motion, quasi-periodic motion and chaotic motion of systems. If this method is compared with Poincare section diagram and phase diagram, it can be found that wavelet ridge line is more compatible with the research of high dimensional chaotic systems, and the chaotic degree of transient frequency which is represented by wavelet ridge line, can divide the chaotic motion into strong chaotic motion and weak chaotic motion, can provide the partial detail characteristics of chaotic motion more precisely, and can be propitious to the analysis, control and use of chaotic motion.
Wavelet analysis and wavelet ridge theory

Continuous wavelet transform and wavelet time-frequency localization characteristics. The expansion of function
) (t f under wavelet basis function in any spaces ) ( 2 R L is a continuous wavelet transform, and it can be expressed as, 
ψ represents the function system generated by expansion and translation of basic
For wavelet function )
, its concentration area of time frequency window and translation on time axis will stretch along with the change of a and b, but the area of concentration region won't change with a and b. Generally speaking, )
decreases rapidly, so the energy of wavelet function is concentrated in wavelet interval, and the product of time width and frequency width is very small. Wavelet is localized when it spreads in time and frequency domain. Wavelet ridges and its extraction algorithm. Asymptotic signal under the meaning of Hilbert transform can be expressed as,
Instantaneous frequency is defined as,
The instantaneous frequency of signals reflects local frequency movement, and it is closely related to the phase information.
Progressive wavelet function ))
is selected to meet admissible condition.
Assume that s t is the phase stagnation point of continuous wavelet transform integrand of signal ) (t f . According to the concept of stagnation point, it can be obtained on the ridge line that,
In Eq. 5, ) (b a r is wavelet ridge line, and it represents that wavelet ridge line is the function of translation parameter.
In this paper, the position corresponding to modulus maximum was found in the plane after continuous wavelet transform, and the method of penalty function was used in the condition of signal ridge, while Crazy Climber algorithm was used in extracting several ridges in signals. Molet wavelet function was used as wavelet generating function.
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Wavelet ridge analysis with vibrating boundary self-excited system movement Dynamic model of blooming mill nonlinear vibration system.
Fig. 1 Diagram of vibration system with a freedom degree
Blooming mill is simplified as an unidirectional nonlinear vibration system, and the fact that actual vibration system will be affected by many other conditions is considered. Assume that the equilibrium position when
, system vibration is just related to the right spring; when 0 < x , system vibration is just related to the left spring, and its disturbance form can be expressed as The wavelet ridge analyses boundary perturbation frequency to the system response. Rolling mill vibration system shows rich nonlinear phenomenon when changes early by literature. The system appears periodic motion, quasi-periodic and chaotic motions with boundary perturbation frequency from 0.5 increases to 2.6. We use the method of wavelet ridge research sport under specific parameters of the system in order to get more and more accurate the information about system dynamics. Fig.2c shows the wavelet Fig.3c shows the wavelet ridge of system speed . It includes three isolated wavelet ridge lines which ridge lines in the position of each convention. These characteristics show that the system does quasi-periodic movement under the parameters. Fig.4c shows system response in the given time has 1~2 more ridge line which hasn't sudden jumps phenomenon. The main ridge line is less, so the system movement under the parameters becomes weak chaos movement. Fig.5c shows system response in the given time has many ridge lines which have bifurcate phenomenon. The main ridge lines are more and messy, so system movement under the parameters becomes strong chaos movement. 
Conclusion
This paper puts forward the chaotic movement characteristics of the wavelet ridge line method. The wavelet ridge is applied to analysis of the nonlinear vibration of blooming mill which exists chaos. Discusses the rolling mill vibration system in early different boundary perturbation of frequency vibration characteristic compared to the other researching methods, we can find the wavelet ridge is more suitable to high dimensional chaotic systems and it can effectively distinguish the periodic motion to quasi-periodic, and chaotic motions by the wavelet ridge line and the clutter of instantaneous frequency which is represented by the wavelet ridge can distinguish between strong and week chaos motion. And it can provide more accurate partial details and features of chaotic motion. And it is more conducive to the chaotic motion analysis, control and utilization.
